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STORE OF SPACE-TIME
1. Matter - represents a store of space-time

REALIZATION OF SPACE-TIME
2. Electromagnetic Fields - represent a realization
of space-time




dialectic ----- INTERFACE ----- dialectic interacting results in the transformation of matter and energy
into production-thus Natural Economics is at work




1. Land - being matter manifest as one
2. Labor - being translated as electromagnetic
economic argument and one factor of production
fields and one factor of production
Factors of Production according to Classical Economics are Land, Labor and Capital we need to simplify this
analysis so to be able to see more easily the contrived and theorized school of Economics that has been
created to support modern financial and banking operations. A farmer needs only his labor and seed.
In my theory that I posited in 1988 entitled “Time Dynamism” I set out two overwhelming dynamics that we
all experience 1. The Store of Space-Time – matter and 2. The Realization of Space-Time – Fields. “The
Store of Space-Time” takes the form of matter while “The Realization of Space-Time manifests in
electromagnetic fields in motion.
Two True Natural Factors of Production:
1. Land - matter (mass) / represents a store of space-time – Nature Based - Natural Law – Natural Rights
2. Labor - energy (electromagnetic fields) / represents a realization of space-time – Nature Based – Natural
Law – Natural Rights
One False conjured up Factor of Production - Capital: Positive Based- Positivism- Positive Law
Capital – Positive – Positivism – Positive Law – Capital (money) is an idea based from and out of the
mind and with the advent of money was used to overcome the barter problem, money later evolving into
capital (credit) as a book entry which is a construct of man – Capital is not a true factor of production but
is a conjured up idea which became invented, imagined, out of thin-air, which I eventually realized that
the thin air was really the Space-Time Continuum that we are all embedded in and subject to. The
fractional banking system evolved with check writing and the use of paper money and nominally valued
coins used for small transactions. Earlier the printing press facilitated the printing of fiat money thus
fractional banking could expand exponential with an even earlier over issue of receipts for gold which set
up the filching of people by a system of credit creation and banking by the financiers. Capital as a factor
of production is false, an unnatural factor of production for it was an invention by temple bankers and
money changers who later would perpetuated the idea as a means to monopolize and dominate societies
with a falsely conjured up idea from which the boiler fuel derived, is usury and the overall system used
as a hidden means of rule.
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